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Abstract 
By manipulating the order or scheduling of practice trials the practitioner consequently alters the amount of contextual 
interference (CI) the learner will encounter (Magill & Hall, 1990). CI is defined as the interference in performance and learning 
that arises from practicing one task in the context of other tasks (Schmidt & Lee, 2005). Some studies showed that participants 
who followed the increasing CI schedule generally performed better on a retention and transfer test when compared with 
participants practicing the same tasks following traditional blocked and random schedules. On the other hand, some studies 
showed that using CI may be as beneficial as specific training for learning single task (Maslovat et al. 2004). Thus, in this study 
we compared practice with systematically increase in CI and specific training in learning basketball free throw. In acquisition 
both of groups performed 324 trails, but systematic increasing group performed just 108 trials in free throw line and remaining 
trials allocated to two other shots to induce CI. Interestingly, results showed that systematically increasing CI is even better than 
specific training for learning single task (free throw). 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the learning phenomenas that generated much interest is contextual interference (CI). Battig (1966) first 
identified this practice peculiarity as an anomaly, or performance paradox, in verbal learning studies. The contextual 
interference effect refers to the relatively consistent finding that practicing several related tasks in a randomized 
order (high CI) results in degraded or depressed performance during acquisition but enhance learning in retention 
and transfer tests, relative to a blocked or repeating schedule (low CI). Conversely, when tasks are practiced in a 
blocked schedule, acquisition is enhanced, while retention and transfer performance impaired, relative to a random 
schedule (Brady, 1998). 
Although, studies about CI effect have shown that high CI is more beneficial for learning, compare with low CI, 
between this to extreme ends (blocked vs. random) there are some varied method that may even better. For example, 
some researchers compared fixed moderate level of CI (e.g. serial) with these two extremes; the results of these 
studies typically have shown that moderate CI in practice enhanced learning on a later test. A new type of 
methodology does not compare fixed levels of CI in practice; rather a practice schedule that offers gradual increases 
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in CI is investigated. This method is more beneficial for learning, relative to fixed level of CI, and it is according to 
Magill and Hall (1990) suggestion “increasing CI” type of schedule. They suggested such method on the basis of 
research evidence that showed learning benefits for novices when blocked practice was followed by later random 
trials. Further support was later provided (e.g. Hebert et al., 1996, Porter 2008).  
Maslovat et al. (2004) introduced another interesting usage of CI that is using CI in learning single task. As we 
know, in traditional method of using CI you have two or more tasks that must be learned, but they suggested that we 
can allocate some of practice trials to other tasks in the hope that the increased difficulty of practice and interference 
from the other skills will enhance learning. In the other words, they interested to knew whether the learning benefits 
of interference can be applied to the acquisition of a single task or if the CI phenomenon is limited to conditions in 
which multiple tasks are acquired. They found that using CI is as beneficial for learning as extra practice on the 
target task. Feghhi et al. (in press) supported these finding in a field study. But they all use fixed level of CI, and in 
this study we want to know if using systematic increase in CI is more beneficial than practicing only to-be-learned 
task, that suggested by practice specificity (Henry, 1986)(see Maslovat et al. for further discussion) , for learning 
single task.  
2. Methods 
30 right-handed participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups (15 per group): three tasks increasing 
CI group and a single task group. Because we want to expand our previous findings, tasks just like our previous 
study, Feghhi et al. (in press), and it is basketball free throw for single task group (324 trials) and two more shots 
with different angle and distance for increasing CI group (108 trials for each tasks). Notice that purpose was to learn 
free throw and increasing CI group lose 216 trials in to-be-learned task. Participants complete three sessions and 
each session contained 108 trials. For measuring each of the throws we used standard AAHFERD test. In this test 
air-balls' received a score 1, goals' 3, and other shots a score 2. Before starting acquisition trials pretest was inducted 
to ensure that groups have not difference at the beginning. Retention was a 10 trials block from the free throw line, 
and transfer test was a 10 trials block in a new point. 
 
3. Results 
Both groups compared in acquisition trials with independent t-test and results showed that control group 
(M=2.18, s=0.09), the group that performed all 324 trials in free throw line, was better than increasing group 
(M=2.107, s=0.107), t=2.027, p<.05. But in retention increasing group (M=2.15, s=0.13) had better performance 
than control group (M=2.03, s=0.13), t=2.528, p<0.05. Finally, in transfer there was no significant difference 
between groups (M control=1.96, s control=0.14; M increasing=1.99, s increasing=0.12), t=0.630, p>0.05. 
      
4. Discussion 
The purpose of the present study was to determine if interference from two other tasks with systematically 
increase in CI is beneficial for learning only one task (basketball free throw). We compared single-task control 
group with increasing CI group in acquisition, retention and transfer. It was predicted that control group would 
outperform the increasing group in acquisition, and there is no significant differences in retention and transfer tests 
(consistent with Feghhi et al. in press). It is worth to notice that, for the first time, this type of practice schedule 
(increasing CI) suggested by Magill and Hall (1990) in their review. Further support was later provided by Hebert et 
al., (1996). But, to our knowledge, no study has examined this type of schedule in learning single task. 
In acquisition, as we anticipated, the control group outperformed the increasing group. It is consist with general 
CI effect and a lot of studies have found same results. Notice that increasing CI group had to perform two other 
shots but the control group just performed free throw. This reasonably must make the difference more robust. 
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In retention, consistent with Maslovat et al. (2004) and Feghhi et al. (in press), we was predicted that there would 
no difference between groups, but interestingly increasing CI group (with 108 trials in to-be-learned task) 
outperformed the control group (with 324 trials in to be learned task). It shows the power of CI effect in general and 
systematically increasing CI in particular. One can argue that it is consist with perspectives of “desirable 
difficulties” (Bjork, 1994, 1999) and the “challenge-point hypothesis” (Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004). The concept of 
desirable difficulties refers to practice conditions that engage the learner in effortful learning processes during 
practice that will enhance long-term retention and transfer. As Bjork (1994, 1999) has already indicated, 
incorporating CI in practice schedules is one way to introduce a desirable difficulty into practice. The challenge-
point hypothesis expands on this perspective by proposing that difficulty in practice conditions are a function of the 
relationship between the nominal task difficulty (i.e., the constant amount of task difficulty regardless of who is 
performing the task or the performance situation) and functional task difficulty (i.e., how challenging the task is 
relative to the performer’s skill level and the performance situation). As a learner becomes more skilled during 
practice the functional difficulty of the practiced task is reduced. This implies that in order to appropriately 
challenge the learner at a ”desirable” level of functional task difficulty the practice environment should change as 
the learner’s skill level changes. One way to accomplish this type of change is to vary the amount of CI in the 
practice schedule (porter, 2008). According to the challenge-point hypothesis, changing levels of CI during practice 
would provide a way to match functional levels of task difficulty with the learner’s stage of learning. That is novices 
should benefit more from low levels of CI whereas those with higher skill levels should benefit more from higher 
levels of CI. Then practice schedule that would engage learners in increasing amounts of CI as the number of 
practice trials increased, may be best option. 
This finding is also consistent with Gentile’s (1972) learning stages model in which she argued that learners need 
repeated trials early in practice to facilitate their getting “an idea of the movement” (p. 3), i.e., a movement pattern 
that allows some success at achieving the task goal. But it is inconsistent with practice specificity (Henry, 1986), 
which states maximal learning of a task is facilitated by practice conditions that mimic retention conditions.  
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